Call for Ski Developers

IT'S TIME TO IMPROVE OUR CERN SKI CLUB SOFTWARE STACK!
What's that?
CERN Ski Club back-office software

- (Plenty of) issues
  - At the very bottom: security
    - HTTP vs. HTTPS
  - (In)usability for the members
  - (In)usability for the organizers
  - Inability to perform most of the basic actions required to run our Club
    - And with 1000+ members, it’s heavy to compensate by manual workarounds…
Proposal: Call for skiers/developers

- Redesign the software with current technologies
  - Reusing the CERN IT infrastructure
    - Negligible usage of CERN resources, therefore compliant with OC5
- Import the current database (members, activities, etc.)
- Make it work for the next ski season
  - Hard deadline: September 2014
Practically

- **Hard deadline means plenty of work to do** (and plenty of nights ahead...)
  - I’m looking for 5-6 motivated web developers
  - Technicalities to be decided at the first kick-off meeting, **Mon April 14th at 17h30**
- **Why should you do that?**
  - **To have fun** with technologies that you possibly don’t use in your everyday job
  - **To get the bonus**: 2015 club membership + ski course for free 😊
- **Contact**: [Giuseppe.LoPresti@cern.ch](mailto:Giuseppe.LoPresti@cern.ch)
  - Look for me at the end of the session
  - Or search for [#SkiClubSoftware](https://social.cern.ch) on [social.cern.ch](https://social.cern.ch)

Thank you!